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Abstract- Keeping knowledge about the advancement of technology is becoming the need of this era. 

To upgrade knowledge, search engines are designed to search for information on the World Wide 

Web(WWW). The information presented in the form of web pages, images and other types of file i.e. 

Search engine results pages (SERPs). Online presence of an organisation’s web content is just not a 

way to reach target user, instead use a strategical technique to bring webpage in top search results of 

a search engine i.e.Search engine optimization (SEO). In recent years, the focus on achieving high 

rank for a webpage by web content creators and webmasters is rapidly increasing. These rankings are 

created by three classes of participants: search engine companies and programmers, search engine 

optimization practitioners, and search engine users. Website creators should consider their web 

content’s user and website’s competitors while analyzing keywords, add keywords into webpage that 

will be shown on SERPs and also involve their web content with other web content creators.If 

optimization is done carefully, then business of an organization may be profitable. 

 

Key Terms— World Wide Web, search engines , search engine optimization , search ranking, search 

engine companies , social media , websites , keywords , organic search. 

 

Introduction:Along with day to day enhancement in every domain, the information is randomly 

presented in huge amount. It’s better to use search engines to find required appropriate information. 

User use search engines to solve their queries and mostly prefer the results available on first page. 

While some users go on further pages. Most of the visitors visit the website by hitting the links 

available in search engines and believe that organization found on the top results are the best in 

providing product service and category. An Organization sale can rise if  they  succeed in providing 

their webpage among search engines result pages.Optimization is the way of increasing the visibility 

of a page by natural means i.e., unpaid search results. Website undergoes redevelopment to make 

keywords effectively communicate with search engines. This work is done by Search Engine 

Optimizers .They can use image search, local search, academic search, video search. 

 

Most of the developers can check the content on web that they developed, like on their client’s 

websites. They might try to find their content via search engine. 

They may achieve success with their content appear on the first page of the search results. Or, if they 

ask someone else to find the content then chances of success may not be as high as to be expected. 

The content may be found by viewing several pages of search results. Besides intrinsic way to 

predict success of web content, its visibility depends on how well the webpage ranks in SERPs. As a 

result, web content creators should not only concentrate on information architecture, content, and 

design instead they should relate their task target end user for usability of web pages. 
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Figure.1 Search engine anatomy 

 

Basic Concepts:Search engines provide a common interaction place for the web users, search 

marketing practitioners and search engine companies.This section explains classes of participants 

who contribute to search engine rankings and optimize sites to bring top rankings. It provide 

theoretical framework, description of literature, search-related terminology. 

 

Abstract Framework:There are many content creators and web hosting their content that would 

appear according to hypercompetitive conditions. But a user view a fraction of the websites. To 

describes the web’s ecosystem as an “attention economy” driven by competition for the user 

attention. The key role of attracting user attention is played by search engines which set the 

competition’s rules and judge its winners from among the websites.  

Search rankings enable web content creators to measure the progress or fail in this competitive 

environment. Some content creators orient their sites not just to directly attracting the attention of 

user but for occupying space, taking advantage of search engines and their ranking rules. That is why 

search engines hide the competition’s rules, also redefine them in order to prevent aggressive content 

creators and their SEO specialists from gaming the system. 

Search engine users hold the attention of economy, their attention benefit not only among the sites of 

web content creators but also among search engines themselves. search engines show those sites that 

best match according to user query as it rank sites with increasing accuracy based on their 

authenticity, quality and popularity. 

 

Literature Description:Focuses on description of SEO strategies: 

1. Appropriate to popular search engines 

2. Appropriate to websites 

3. Un paid search options 

4. Principled 

5.Nontechnical, applicable by practitioners with expertise  

 

Literature distribution by three classes: 

(1) Search engine companies 
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(2) Research community 

(3) SEO practitioners 

 

Search Engine Companies: Some search engine companies publish SEO advice to webmasters, to 

promote “white hat” (authentic, audience-directed) SEO practices that lead to accurately read 

websites and to discourage webmasters and web marketers from resorting to “black hat” (deceptive) 

SEO tactics that seek to game the ranking system. 

  

Research Community: Research has explored issues related to search principles and functionality, to 

retrieve what search engine companies already know. Now it focus on field of marketing, library, 

information science, and internet studies. Searches were also conducted on the keywords. 

 

SEO Practitioners: They have a very strong motivation to redefine what search engine companies 

already know about their ranking algorithms. They adjust frequent changes to the algorithms from 

websites rankings. These are distributed through various online discussion forums, on the websites of 

SEO companies and in popular press books written by the experienced SEO practitioners. 

 

Search-Related Terms: 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) - Process of editing web content to improve visibility.  

Search Engine Marketing (SEM)- Includes SEO and paid advertising options. . 

Organic Results-Does not include paid options to achieve high rankings. 

Algorithms-WebPages are shown by using formulas to search crawler index. 

Search Engine Results Pages (SERPs)-Ranked webpage are display, surrounded by sponsored 

results for a user search query. Search engines collect their search index this includes the words on 

the crawled webpage with their location and web content.  

Hypertext Mark-Up Language(HTML)-Basic form of web coding to cipher the structure and 

functionality of a webpage. 

 

Three Classes of Participants Creating Search Rankings: 

 

Search engine rankings are directly and indirectly shaped by the three classes of participants:-  

a)searchengine companies & programmers 

b) webmasters and SEO practitioners 

c) search engine users 

 

SearchEngine Companies &Programmers: 

User can even use more than one search engine for a query, where different SERPs show different 

rankings and show different sites. Also, search engines preferably show those websites that they 

themselves own. 

SEO issues can be divided into two classes: 

(1)Trust: Page Rank is the only component for an evaluation of a site’s authority and reputation. 

(2)Importance: An evaluation of how well a site matches a query. 

 

Webmasters and SEO Practitioners: Some SEO practitioners are well determined to allocate their 

time, technical skills dedicatedly to achieve high rankings for their site content.Whereas some SEO 

practitioners choose black hat techniques to achieve high rank such as keyword stuffing (inserting 
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excessive keywords in between web content) , link farming (website filled with outbound links) . 

Such strategy had influence search engine companies to publish rules and to disallow websites that 

break the guidelines from the search engine index. 

 

Search Engine Users:Web users influence preferences and behaviours of web and search engines 

rankings. It has been said that end-user trust search engines as a “fair and unbiased source of 

information”. User behaviour not only influence their own search results but also an organization 

business.  

According to Google’s ranking algorithm, following are the attributes for a given query:- 

• click-through rate (CTR)- % of times user click on the link to a webpage indicate that webpage 

highly relevant. 

• bounce-% of user return from a “clicked-through” webpage back to try some other webpage 

indicate that webpage not highly relevant. 

 

Basic Session for Web Developers: 

Web developers will learn the following:- 

(1) Review target end-user and website competitors while analyzing keywords. 

(2) Add keywords into web content that will display on SERPs. 

(3) Include website content with other web content creators. 

 

(1) Review target end-user and website competitors while analyzing keywords: 

Web developers will learn in detail: 

a) Analyze keywords that target end user use. 

b) Choose long-tail keywords that are competitive. 

 

a) Analyze keywords that target end user use: Keywords appear from the section of subject matter 

experts. Target end user may compete through a continual process to express an optimal query .The 

name of the website organization, its trademarks supposed to be probable applicants for keywords. 

The best keyword applicants are distinct to each organization. But good applicants include the 

problems or needs that the organization website resolves .A useful tool for other probable keywords 

is Google’s Keyword Tool, which returns not only the estimated search volume of a keyword but 

also hundreds of related keywords . 

 

b) Choose long-tail keywords that are competitive:SEO professionals distinguish between head and 

tail keywords where head keywords are one or two words long and tail keywords are three or more 

words long. A review of previous studies listed average query length range between 1.6 and 3.3 

.Head terms attract so much competition, it is recommend to target some tail keywords where 

competition is less and fulfilling matches with user query. A site’s homepage target the popular head 

keyword, whereas the other pages target a tail keyword. 

 

(2) Add keywords into web content that will display on SERPs:Web developers will learn in detail: 

a)Naming of  web domains, directories, and files based on keywords. 

b)Mention prioritize keywords in webpage titles. 

 

a) Naming of  web domains, directories, and files based on keywords : 

While creating a website, first secure a domain name then creating files.  
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SEO practitioners recommend:  

 a) To choose a name either based on an existing keyword or a new brand able name. 

 b) Minimizing the length of a domain name as user would have to type the long URL string to visit 

or to create inbound links & hyphens in the domain name as these have been created by spammers. 

For file names based on two or more words: 

a) Webmasters should insert hyphens, but not underscores to separate words. 

b) Each file is named using the same keyword that is used in the page’s optimized title. 

Google recommends against: 

 a)Using generic file names (“page1.html”) 

 b)Repeating keywords (“seo-seo.html”) 

 c)Creating inbound links 

 

b)Mention prioritize keywords in webpage titles:Titles should not be puzzled with headings that 

appear in the browsers main windows .Web developers are advised to title their pages with keywords 

refer to the page content .Although an organization name applying to all sites pages that distinguish a 

SERP listing, whereas name does not reinforce the keyword. search engines achieved better rankings 

in each successive repetition of a keyword in a title .Repetition should not more than three times tend 

to rankings declined sharply and imposed a penalty. 

 

 

Conclusion:Web developers have learnt how to optimize their web content. To best plan and, SEO 

practitioners recommend implementing an SEO strategy in stages following the same sequence as 

lessons presented, documented in the literature. This sequence not to be relied as a static strategy or a 

guarantee of high rankings. Participants contribute directly or indirectly, to search engine rankings. 

The dynamic interplay guarantees that search algorithms and a site’s ensuring rankings will continue. 

Influence of On-page keywords has been decreasing, while inbound link increasing, and the fast 

growth of social media has been driving new ranking. To ensure that end user continue to easily find 

their work through search engines, web developers should expect to keep up to date with SEO. 
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